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On Sunday, Sept.18, UWG student
Lans Carcioppolo removed all-gender
bathroom signs in the Ingram Library
on the ground floor. Though these signs
were temporary, they were placed on
single-occupant bathroom doors until
the permanent ones became available.
In addition, someone took
a cellphone video of the incident.
Screenshots were captured and those
pictures were then posted to Carcioppolo’s Facebook page with a caption.
“I just ripped this bull crap off,”
Carcioppolo said. “Doing my best to
stop the further liberalization of UWG.”
The photos have since been
deleted.
In response to the situation,
Dr. Kyle Marrero, UWG’s president,
sent an e-mail to students Thursday,
Sept. 22.
“As we investigate this matter,
please know we are treating it with the
utmost seriousness,” Marrero said.
“The behavior exhibited Sunday does
not represent the environment we seek
to create at the University of West
Georgia. We strive to help all students
maximize their potentials and actively
pursue learning experiences that promote an openness to diversity and appreciation of differences.”
According to Gary Leftwich,
Director of Strategic Communications,
Carcioppolo has met with the Dean of
Students; he did not get suspended
from UWG.
Though he was not a part of
the committee who decided to make
the restrooms all-gender, Leftwich
does not think anyone expected that
type of reaction.
“The committee worked on a
recommendation to just change the
signs to reflect that they are available
for all-gender use,” Leftwich said.
In light of the incident, he also

gender students as well as others who
have concerns about issues on campus.

commented on the safety of UWG students, especially those in the LGBTQ
(Lesbian, Gay, Bi-Sexual, Transgender, Queer) community, who may want
to use the restrooms.
“The policy is like a lot of our
policies that are meant to guarantee a
safe environment for all students, so
this is the university’s way of reaching
out to those communities and providing a restroom that fits their needs, as
well as the needs of other students
who may wish to use them,” he said.
Shelby Hearn, LAMBDA president, had a different perspective.
“I know for a fact that Lans’
actions have made some trans and
gender non-conforming students uncomfortable, uneasy and even frightened to use the all-gender bathrooms
on campus, in addition to the public
restrooms that align with their gender,”
Hearn said.
She also spoke about Carcioppolo’s actions. Though she believes
he does have the right to freedom of
speech, his speech and actions should
not threaten anyone else’s or their
safety.
“This student’s actions here
did just that,” Hearn said. “Lans did not
merely take to social media to express
his discomfort or disagreement with
trans-inclusive bathroom signage, nor
did he simply take the time to report
signs he believed to be against university policy.

“A statement of this kind does not show
support for trans students, but rather
displays a desire to quiet those who
speak out against discrimination and
sweep persisting issues facing our
marginalized student populations under the rug.”
The West Georgian tried to reach out
to Carcioppolo for comments about
what transpired, but he did not respond. However, on Monday, Sept. 23,
he posted a Facebook video, explaining his feelings on the matter.
“Was I a little aggressive in pulling
down the signs?” he said. “Yeah. Maybe just a little bit. I will not apologize for
standing up for what I believe in. I’m
tired of liberal campuses shutting down
a conservative agenda.”
He believes all ideas should be welcome on college campuses, but, in reality, that is not the case.
“The safe space is a sham,” Carcioppolo said. “It’s all a facade. What’s gonna happen in five to ten years when
we have college campuses that can’t
expresses ideologies, different ideologies—conservative, liberal, socialist,
fascist. That is not how you learn.”
Furthermore, he thinks being conservative or liberal is fine.

“He videoed himself proudly and aggressively tearing the signs—placed
there by Ingram Library staff—from the
door,” she continued. “The comments
section of his post became even more
troubling, with violent insinuations towards trans people made by himself
and other commenters. Unfortunately
once the post gained negative attention, he removed it before anyone could
get screenshots of the comments, so
that of course, is hearsay.”

“We have two different opinions,” he
said. “We’re Americans. That is our
right.”
Lastly, he added that he is not going to
let anyone quiet his views.
“I’m going to continue to stand up for
my beliefs, and I’m not going to let a
school or single person shut me down
and shut my First Amendment rights
down.”

Hearn even criticized UWG and President Marrero for not defending trans-
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Summer Study Abroad Program
Culminates in “Art in France” Exhibition
Daniel Forte
News Editor
dforte1@my.westga.edu

The UWG art department finished their
weeklong “Art in France” Exhibition
Thursday night, Sept. 29, which was
a showcase of 10 student’s experiences while studying abroad last July in
France.
The glass display room on the
second floor were lined with different
styles of artwork, ranging from photog-

raphy, abstract art, and black and white
prints.
The students were not given
strict guidelines when given the assignment. They were exposed to different cultures and experiences while in
France, and despite the fact that all the
students were together the entire time,
each individual had his or her own
unique experience. The students attempted to translate their experiences
into artwork, and stage an exhibition.
Kevin Shunn, Art Department
Chair, said that the students were simply given basic guidelines about the
project and exhibition, such as time

and place, space of the exhibition hall,
etc. and were left to their own devices
to design the art as well as stage the
exhibition in Humanities.
“It’s all their own ideas, concepts and artwork,” said Shunn. “The
students were exposed to many different things in France which they spent
their time researching and documenting their experiences. They then created artwork based on their experiences
of their trip.”
After their trip, the students
drew up ideas and a proposal and got
to work showcasing their experiences
and what they learned during those

two weeks.
“This is simply a celebration of
their experience, as well as to showcase the opportunities that arise from
study abroad,” said Shunn. “The students convey their experiences and
feelings about these different cultures
through their art.”
Approximately 30 pieces of art
were decorated on the walls and floor
of the glass display hall in the Humanities building. Eight of the 10 students
had artwork featured in the hall, some
of it being available for purchase, some
of the students keeping their pieces to
use for their portfolio.
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Crime Around Campus on The Upswing
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Crime on and around campus has significantly increased over the past several months.
The Carrollton Police Department has received
calls about shootings, armed
robberies, carjackings and
rape accusations. According
to Corporal Vonda Thomas
of the Carrollton Police Department, the most common
occurrences are happening
during and after college parties.
“We get calls every
Thursday, Friday and Saturday night at apartment
complexes,” said Thomas of
the Carrollton Police Department. “Basically you are running from apartment complex to apartment complex.”
While the fall semester brings about new classes
and teachers, it also brings
about wild parties that escalate into violence throughout
the night.

“I think that back in
the day, most kids came to
college to get an education,”
said Thomas. ”Not to say
that’s not true for a lot of people nowadays, but I think a
lot of people come to school
to party.”
Parties typically happen Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights around the
UWG campus. They start out
small and increase as the
night progresses. Thomas
stated that apartment residents invite friends and significant others, which, more
times than not, has a negative outcome.
“A lot of times those
are the ones causing problems,” said Thomas. “Somebody gets upset at a party,
and there is smoking and
drinking going on; they’re
pulling out guns and shooting.”
Thomas vocalized
that the society we are living
in today, particularly in regards to the millennial generation, yields an abundance

of disrespect and easy access to weapons, drugs and
alcohol. Combining those
evils brings about the worst
in people and leads to risky
situations.
“I went to West
Georgia 20 years ago, and
it’s totally different from when
I went,” said Thomas. “I think
it’s the society we are living in
now. It’s the kids we are raising. I think the kids are totally
different from my generation.
The young kids now are carrying more weapons. They’re
smoking more weed.”
Thomas also voiced
her concern about the lack of
a screening process for student shuttles. There is no apparent identification process
in place. Therefore, both students and non-students can
ride as they please. This not
only puts the safety of students at risk, but also raises
apprehension about the actual safety and security measures that the university puts
into action.
“I also think that

West Georgia is not screening their students as well as
they used to,” said Thomas.
“I don’t know if it is just because they are trying to get
attendance up. It seems like
to me that they just let anybody in now.”
Much of the crime
around campus may also
be accredited to the national political uproar in regards
to police brutality and the
“Black Lives Matter” outcry.
Students and apartment residents blatantly disrespect the
police who respond to perimeter campus calls. Thomas
explained that when officers
respond to these perimeter
campus calls, the residents
use excessive profanity towards them and tell them to
get a warrant.
“It’s just the times we
are living in. The students
have lost so much respect,
especially for the police,”
said Thomas. “When I went
to school people were intimidated by the police. We we
were fearful, but respectful. I

don’t know how you get the
mindset of the students to
change. I don’t know how
you do that. Times have
changed with this generation-- period.”
The city of Carrollton has many options
to make students and surrounding residents feel safer. The Carrollton Police
Department offers the Citizen Police Academy once
a year that begins in January and lasts 8-9 weeks.
Throughout the academy,
participants can take part in
ride alongs, go to the shooting range, and take a look at
homicide and gang-related
investigations with officers.
Local retail store and gun
range, Shot Spot, also offers
shooting and self-defense
classes throughout the year.
While crime may be on the
rise, there are many options
for students and residents to
better educate themselves
about protection should they
feel unsafe or be faced with
fearful situations.
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Gas Leak Causes Shortage in Metro Atlanta
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Alabama Surface Mining Commission
discovered a gas leak on Sept. 9 from
a Colonial Pipeline near Helena, Ala.
The Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration reported that state workers discovered the
leak when they noticed a strong gasoline odor and sheen on a man-made
retention pond.
The pipeline, belonging to Colonial Pipeline Co., based in Alpharetta, Ga., is one of the two main pipelines that connect cities from Atlanta to
New York to refineries in Louisiana and
Texas. It provides almost 40 percent of
the Southeast and East Coast region
Photo Courtesy of Sellers Photo

with gasoline.
The spill reduced fuel supplies
in five states: Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and the Carolinas. Gas prices
in and around Metro Atlanta spiked as
much as forty cents higher per gallon.
On Sept. 13, Governor Nathan
Deal issued a state of emergency that
suspended the eleven hour driving limit
placed on all truck drivers and allowed
them to stay on the road longer to ensure the delivery of gas throughout
Georgia.
The leak has also caused gas
stations to run dry throughout the City
of Atlanta and surrounding areas including Carrollton. On Sunday, Sept.
18, the QuikTrip on Bankhead Highway
removed their prices and yellow bags
were seen on the pumps. The Kangaroo Express and Chevron on Maple
Street were out also. Most gas stations
only had premium, if they had any gas
at all.
Concerns rose among commuter students at UWG, seeing that
some commute as far as Canton, Ga.,
to get to campus.
Commuter student and senior Odessa Timmerman-McLean explained that gas was scarce in Canton
where she lives. Major gas stations like
QuikTrip and RaceTrac were dry, but
the smaller stations were still running.
Eventually those stations ran out, too.
Some gas stations put a limit on the
amount of gas a customer can get.
“A Chevron that’s usually a
ghost town because it’s across the
street from a QuikTrip was rationing
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gas,” said Timmerman–Mclean. “They
only allowed $20 worth per car.”
UWG’s administration has
been monitoring the situation as it unfolds to make sure that the situation
does not affect the students on campus.
“If the situation may worsen,
some students may face difficulties,
but we believe the fuel situation will
have minimal impact,” said UWG Director of Strategic Communication
Gary Leftwich. “About a third of our undergraduate students live on campus
and another large amount of students
live in apartments within walking distance.”
As of Sept. 22, gas started

flowing through a 500 foot bypass that
has been built around the damaged
pipeline. According to a statement released by Colonial Pipeline, it will take
several days for the fuel delivery to return to normal. Some may experience
or continue to experience service interruptions.
The cause for the leak has not
yet been determined due to the pipe
still being partially underground. Workers are working to dig up the pipe and
have it inspected.
The leak spilled up to 330,000
gallons into a rural area with most of it
flowing into a retention pond. 60 percent of the spill has been removed with
no serious environmental damage.
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Love and Hate for iOS10 Update
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The iPhone 7 was released
September 7, 2016. Many
college students were looking forward to the new phone,
however, the majority of West
Georgia Wolves have not used
their hard earned cash to purchase or upgrade. However,
many college students have
agreed to download iPhone’s
iOS10 update. The iOS10 update includes a new way to
unlock the iPhone, additional
tabs on the web browser, Safari, and new features on the
Music App. Similar to the majority of society, college students value their cell phones.
In a fast paced environment
and on the go lifestyle, cellphones are used as alarm
clocks, calculators, digital
photo albums to instantly reminisce on past times, and most
importantly, a communication
device. Many students updated their iPhone out of curiosity
while others were anticipating
for change.
Living in an atmosphere full of peer pressure
and temptation, many students were tempted by their
peers to download the new
update. “I was very skeptical

about updating my phone, I
was actually content with previous update. The constant
reminder for me to update my
phone made me download it
and my friends kept telling me
to update my iPhone,” Caitlin
White stated.
One student saw her
significant other with the update. “I did not want to download the new update. My
ex-boyfriend had the update
at the time and I felt like I had
to try it,” White’s friend, Montana Mattox added.
However, student Lucas Bass explains why college students download these
updates. “It is like a social
trend to always get the next
big thing and even thought we
don’t think it, we will always
get it no matter what.”
The most important
features on a college student’s iPhone are notifications, messaging and music.
Surprisingly, each of features
have changed after downloading the iOS10 update. Apple has created a new way to
unlock the iPhone. The “slide
to unlock” feature has been
replaced with a simple press
of the home button. “I cannot
swipe to unlock my iPhone.
Now, I have to push the home

Copyright Notice

button to unlock it, which causes more of a hassle,” Caitlin
White complained. She also
mentions that Apple’s emojis
do not represent people with
different hair types. White
would like to see an emoji that
represent all different types of
hair color.
With previous iOS
updates, users were able interchange race and select
hairstyles, yet users are still
unable to change emoji hair
color to red or brown. Many
students dislike how notifications are sent to the iPhone
now. “At first I did not like the
update. The text notification
now pops up which means I
do not have the option to slide
the text in the upper screen
and text later”, Bailee Liston
stated.
The music app also
changed. Apple has changed
their signature music app
by adding different categories and changing the color
scheme. “I love the new features on the Music App, but
the appearance is very bland.
For an example, the playlist’s
color scheme is more black
and white,” Bass stated.
In contrast, Mattox dislikes the new music app. “The
iPhone Music App reminds me

of the Android Music App. The
features are all over the place.
It is not simple anymore.”
With all the changes
made to iOS and mixed opin-
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news
Scholars Who
Studied Liars, Put
Pants on Rats
Win Ig Nobels

Donald Trump
Steps Deeper Into
US Race Debate

Mark Pratt
Associated Press

Steve Peoples, Jill Colvin

BOSTON (AP) — A Swede who wrote a trilogy
about collecting bugs, an Egyptian doctor who
put pants on rats to study their sex lives and a
British researcher who lived like an animal have
been named winners of the Ig Nobels, the annual
spoof prizes for quirky scientific achievement.
The winners were honored — or maybe
dishonored — Thursday in a zany ceremony at
Harvard University.
The 26th annual event featured a paper
airplane air raid and a tic-tac-toe contest with a
brain surgeon, a rocket scientist and four real Nobel laureates.
Winners receive $10 trillion cash prizes — in virtually worthless Zimbabwean money.
This year’s Ig Nobels, sponsored by the
science humor magazine Annals of Improbable
Research , included research by Fredrik Sjoberg,
who published three volumes about collecting
hoverflies on the sparsely populated Swedish island where he lives.
It sounds downright dull, but Sjoberg’s
books are a hit in his homeland, and the first volume’s English translation, “The Fly Trap,” has
earned rave reviews.
“I had written books for 15 years (read
by no one) when I finally understood it’s a good
thing to write about something you really know,
no matter what that might be,” Sjoberg said in an
email, describing the award as the pinnacle of his
career.
“The Ig Nobel Prize beats everything,” he
said. “At last I hope to become a rock star. Leather pants, dark sunglasses, groupies. All that.”
Ahmed Shafik decided rats needed
pants.
He dressed his rodents in polyester, cotton, wool and polyester-cotton blend pants to determine the different textiles’ effects on sex drive.
The professor at Cairo University in Egypt, who
died in 2007, found that rats that wore polyester or polyester blend pants displayed less sexual activity, perhaps because of the electrostatic
charges created by polyester. He suggested that
the results could be applied to humans.
The study did not explain how he measured a rat’s waist and inseam.
Charles Foster, a fellow at the University
of Oxford in the United Kingdom, won for literally
living like an animal. He spent months mimicking
a badger, an otter, a fox, a deer and a bird in an
attempt to see the world through their eyes, then
wrote a book, “Being a Beast,” about his experiences.
He lived as a badger in a hole in a Welsh
hillside; rummaged like a fox through trash cans
in London’s East End looking for scraps of chicken tikka masala and pepperoni pizza; and was
tracked by bloodhounds through the Scottish
countryside to learn what it’s like to be a deer.
It wasn’t much fun.
“I was hunted down quite quickly,” he
said.
Andreas Sprenger was part of a team at
the University of Luebeck in Germany that found
that if you have an itch on one arm, you can relieve it by looking in a mirror and scratching the
opposite arm. Sound silly? But imagine, Sprenger
said via email, if you have a skin condition with an
intolerable itch, you can scratch the other arm to
relieve it without rubbing the affected arm raw.
Gordon Logan, a professor of psychology at Vanderbilt University, and colleagues from
Canada and Europe won for their research on lying. Their study of more than 1,000 people who
are ages 6 to 77 — “From junior to senior Pinocchio: A cross-sectional lifespan investigation
of deception” — found that young adults are the
best liars.
How do the scientists know their subjects
weren’t lying to them?
“We don’t,” Logan said.

Associated Press

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Stepping
deeper into America’s race debate,
Donald Trump on Thursday warned
African-American protesters that
their outrage was creating suffering in their own community, as he
worked to walk a line between his
law-and-order toughness and new
minority outreach.
“The rioting in our streets is
a threat to all peaceful citizens and
it must be ended and ended now,”
Trump, the Republican nominee
for president, declared at a rally in
suburban Philadelphia on Thursday
night.
“The main victims of these
violent demonstrations,” he added,
“are law-abiding African-Americans
who live in these communities and
only want to raise their children in
safety and peace.”
The comments came hours
after a white Oklahoma police officer was charged with manslaughter
Thursday in the fatal shooting of
an unarmed black man whose vehicle had broken down in the middle of the street. That and another
police shooting of a black man in
North Carolina have sparked fierce
protests that continued to simmer
Thursday night.
Trump, eager to blunt criticism that his campaign inspires racism in the midst of what he called “a
national crisis,” has sought to express empathy in recent days. But
his words could rankle some in the
African-American community, underscoring the challenges he faces.
Earlier in the day, Trump seemed to
suggest that protesters outraged by
the police shootings of black men
were under the influence of drugs.
“I will stop the drugs from
flowing into our country and poisoning our youth and many other
people,” Trump declared at an energy conference in Pittsburgh. He
added, “And if you’re not aware,
drugs are a very, very big factor in
what you’re watching on television
at night.”
Trump’s campaign rejected the interpretation that he was
talking about the protests seen on
cable news the last few nights.
“It is clear what he said, and what
he meant. It’s obvious that he was
referring to the recent increase in
drug-related deaths and subsequent news reports, thus making it
a hot-button issue,” said campaign
rapid response director Steven
Cheung.
Trump also raised eyebrows Wednesday when he
seemed to call for the national expansion of “stop-and-frisk,” a police
tactic that has been condemned as
racial profiling. On Thursday, Trump
clarified that he had been referring
only to murder-plagued Chicago.
Democrat Hillary Clinton
did not address escalating racial
tensions Thursday as she prepared

for her first debate-stage meeting
with Trump. She dinged her opponent, albeit in a humorous way, in
an interview released Thursday on
comic Zach Galifianakis’ web program, “Between Two Ferns.”
The comedian asked her
what Trump might wear to Monday’s debate.
“I assume he’ll wear that
red power tie,” Clinton said. Galifianakis responded, “Or maybe like a
white power tie.”
“That’s even more appropriate,” Clinton said.
At his evening rally, Trump
hit back, accusing Clinton of supporting — “with a nod” — “the narrative of cops as a racist force in
our society.”
“Those peddling the narrative ... share directly in the responsibility for the unrest that is afflicting
our country and hurting those who
have really the very least,” he said.
Both candidates are working to navigate the politics of race
with Election Day less than seven
weeks away and early voting about
to begin in some states.
Trump, in particular, has
struggled to balance a message
that appeals to his white, working-class base with one that improves his standing with minorities
and educated whites who may worry about racial undertones in his
candidacy. He was slow to disavow
former KKK leader David Duke earlier in the year and has repeatedly
promoted tweets by white supremacists during his White House bid.
The Republican nominee admitted
for the first time publicly last week
that President Barack Obama was
born in the United States.
On Thursday, Trump tried
at times to project a softer message, calling for a nation united in
“the spirit of togetherness.”
“The job of a leader is to
stand in someone else’s shoes and
see things from their perspective.
You have to be able to do that,” he
said.
At the same time, Mahoning County, Ohio, chair Kathy Miller,
a campaign volunteer, came under
fire after telling the Guardian newspaper, “I don’t think there was any
racism until Obama got elected.”
The Trump campaign accepted her
resignation after what a spokesman
called “inappropriate” comments.
In North Carolina, Republican Rep. Robert Pittenger, whose
district includes parts of Charlotte
where protests have turned violent,
said they stemmed from protesters
who “hate white people because
white people are successful and
they’re not.” Pittenger later apologized.
Clinton has made curbing
gun violence and police brutality
central to her candidacy. She said
Wednesday that the shootings in
Oklahoma and North Carolina added two more names “to a long list
of African-Americans killed by police officers. It’s unbearable and it
needs to become intolerable.”
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Las Vegas NFL
Stadium Proposal
Scott Sonner
In Collaboration with
Michelle Rindels
Associated Press

(AP) Three people whose votes
could determine whether a nearly $2 billion stadium is built to lure
the Oakland Raiders to Las Vegas
were appointed Tuesday to vacant
seats in the Nevada Legislature.
The three northern Nevada residents, including a former
Stanford football player, will join
other state lawmakers for a special
session the governor is expected
to convene next month to consider raising hotel room taxes in the
Las Vegas area to help finance a
65,000-seat, domed stadium that
could be home to the NFL team.
The current informal proposal on the table would tax only
hotel guests in Las Vegas and
Clark County, with no direct impact on Washoe County, Reno or
Sparks. But critics fear that in the
event of revenue shortfalls, the burden could fall to all Clark County
taxpayers or, potentially, taxpayers
statewide
“I am a fan and support
football as a sport,” said ex-Stanford linebacker Dominic Brunetti, a
Republican commercial real estate
broker.
“And as a business, I respect the NFL,” he said. “But only
if it is fair to those communities and
families it influences and impacts
through oftentimes very, very complicated deal structures.”
Similar concerns were expressed by the other appointees —
Republican Jesse Haw, a Reno developer, and Democrat Julia Ratti, a
Sparks city councilwoman already
running for state Senate in November.
“We are told it only is going
to affect Clark County. But until we
have the bill, we don’t know,” Haw
said.
Under Nevada law, county commissions have the authority
to appoint interim members to the
Legislature when a seat is vacant.
Typically, when the vacancy occurs near the end or between
legislative sessions, seats remain
vacant until the next general election. But Republican Gov. Brian
Sandoval asked Washoe and Clark
counties to find temporary replacements now so the Legislature can
expedite efforts to lure the Raiders

to town before NFL owners are expected to take a position on such a
move early next year.
Nevada law requires a twothirds majority of the entire Legislature — not just the sitting members — for such a proposal to win
approval. Still to be filled are two
vacant seats in the Las Vegas area.
No formal bill can be drafted until the Legislature meets. But
earlier this month, the Southern
Nevada Tourism Infrastructure
Committee recommended raising
Vegas-area hotel taxes to put $750
million toward a stadium. Las Vegas Sands casino magnate Sheldon Adelson plans to invest $650
million in the venue.
Three-quarters of NFL
owners would need to approve any
team relocation, and they could
do so when they meet in January.
Oakland officials and NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell said they’re
hopeful the team can stay in the
Bay Area where the team plays in
an aging stadium.
Bob Lucey, a Washoe
County commissioner and chairman of the Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority, said the
Raiders’ relocation to Vegas would
present an unprecedented opportunity for the state’s tourism-based
economy.
“However, at what cost?”
he said, noting it would be the largest publicly funded stadium project
in the nation ever.
The Nevada Taxpayers
Association opposes the plan,
questioning how the bonds would
be repaid during an economic
downturn and adding there’s no
evidence publicly funded stadiums
ever benefit taxpayers. Nevadans
for the Common Good, a coalition
of churches and other faith-based
groups, opposes the plan.
“The public is being asked
to shoulder all these risks, while
the billionaires benefit,” said Pastor
Marta Poling Schmitt. The Culinary
Union is also against the proposal.
Ratti said she worries
about the use of general obligation bonds to back the deal. She
also shares concerns expressed
by county Commission Chairwoman Kitty Jung that some Washoe
County voters have a misconception they’d pay higher taxes under
the current plan.
“At this point, this would not
affect Washoe County taxpayers in
the least,” Jung said. “But it does
affect perception.”

UWG Soccer Player
Named Gulf South’s
Player of the Week
Ashlyn Fluker
Contributing Writer
afluker1@my.westga.edu

Susana Abundiz, forward for
UWG’s women’s soccer team, was
recently named Gulf South Conference Player of the Week. With eight
goals under her belt and half the
season being underway, it is clear
to see why league officials chose
Abundiz as the recipient. This is
also the first player of the week
award given this soccer season.
Abundiz’s offensive performance
so far in the Gulf South Conference games has been strong. Her
eight goals assure Abundiz the
most of any other individual player
in the conference for the beginning
of the season.
Abundiz best performance
of the season occurred against
Southern Wesleyan University,
where the senior obtained her second hat trick of her career. This
feat, one player scoring three goals
in a single game, was the first hat
trick for UWG in six years.
“To be honest, it was important to focus on my next move,”
said Abundiz. “After the second
goal, I realized I could actually get
a hat trick.”
All three of Abundiz’s goals
came in the first half. Hat tricks are
a rare accomplishment, especially
when all three goals are tallied early in the game.

“I wasn’t expecting it, but
after it happened, I felt amazing,”
said Abundiz.
Because of the hat trick,
Abundiz believed it placed her in a
better position to receive the award
for Offensive Player of the Week,
although she considers her game
against Alabama Huntsville her
most fulfilling game.
“I scored two goals that
game, and I think it was my best
game because of how hard I had
to work to get them,” said Abundiz.
When it comes to pregame rituals and preparing mentally and physically for a game, Abundiz has lucky grey compression
shorts she wears for every game.
“I try not to depend too
much on rituals,” said Abundiz. “I
give 100 percent and see how it
goes.”
Physical
preparation
comes from team practices, but
mentally, Abundiz focuses on her
opponent and her next move.
“Mentally I focus on the
game by visualizing myself scoring goals and giving assists to my
teammates,” said Abundiz.
The El Paso, Texas, native does intend on playing soccer
professionally after graduation in
the spring but is more determined
to finish strong this season while
spending as much time with her
teammates as possible. Abundiz
and her team will take on Valdosta
State on Friday, Sept. 30, at Valdosta.

attention all uwg
students!

Join us for mass
every Monday @ 7pm
at the Kennedy Chapel

1601 Maple St, Carrollton GA,
30118
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arts & entertainment
Changes in Gender, Race and Violence Negatively
Separates The Magnificent Seven from Namesake
Kate Croxton
Asst. Copy Editor
kcroxto1@my.westga.edu

The newest western film The Magnificent Seven was released Sept. 23 and
quickly rose to become a box office hit
in theatres across America. A remake
of the 1960 version, The Magnificent
Seven focuses on seven gunslingers
hired to protect a village from a corrupt
gang leader and his men. It featured
several director changes from the original that separated it, but not in a positive light. Instead, the changes made
only called out the confusing decision
process.
Director Antoine Fuqua took
on the 133-minute-long film and immediately separated it from the 1960s
version with its racially diverse cast.
Unlike the older version with an almost completely white cast composed
of Yul Brynner, Steven McQueen and
Charles Bronson, Fuqua’s seven
fighters featured Denzel Washington,
Byung-hun Lee, Manuel Garcia-Rulfo
and Martin Sensmeier alongside Chris
Pratt, Ethan Hawke and Vincent D’Onoffrio. While Fuqua deserves credit for
creating a diverse cast for the seven
hired gunslingers, he failed to extend
the diversity beyond them. The entire
village the seven are hired to protect,
the antagonist, the band of gang members and the seven’s employer are all
white, unlike the dominant Hispanic
cast in the 1960s film that made up the
villagers, gang members and men who
hired the seven.
Another direct hit to Fuqua’s
attempt at producing a positive change
is the idea of gender roles. John
Sturges, the director for the original
film, featured very few females and
the one with the most influence was
Petra, played by Rosenda Monteros.
However, Monteros’ character served
as a whiny love interest for Horst
Buchholz’s character Chico. Fuqua

modernized this by having a woman
hire the seven to defend her village
instead of three men. Emma Cullen,
played by Haley Bennett, seeks righteousness after her husband is brutally
murdered in front of her and her village
is ransacked by Bogue and his gang.
While she serves as a strong female
character, especially since she fights,
shoots and kills alongside the seven to
defend her village, Fuqua destroys this
potential successful alteration by having Bennett appear in tight, revealing
dresses that were not common in the
era. Whether it is low-cut shirts or conforming dresses, Bennett looks more
like a prostitute than a fighter compared to her hired help.
The final director’s choice that
backfired was the increase in violence.
In the original film, there are two major
gunfights that do not last long; Sturges spends much of the movie focused

on character development, especially
building a connection between the seven and the village they are defending.
One of the seven named Bernardo
O’Reilly, played by Bronson, even befriends the children and is said to be
adopted by them.
On the other hand, Fuqua
spends most of his film featuring several gunfights, one-on-one action
scenes and drawn out battles, specifically between Washington and Peter
Sarsgaard, who played the notorious
Bartholomew Bogue. The two men get
a personal scene in which Sarsgaard is
revealed to have raped and murdered
Washington’s mother and sisters, a
brutal alternate from the original version in that there is no personal turmoil
between the two. While the increase in
violence and action is more entertaining, we lose this cherished link between
the men and the villagers and there is

a drastic cut in character development
compared to the older version.
Ironically enough, since this
calls back to Fuqua’s change in race,
the most disappointing scene in the
film is a standoff between the two
Comanche warriors Denali, played
by Jonathan Joss, and Red Harvest,
played by Martin Sensmeier. Tension
builds as movie goers quickly realize
that both sides have a Native American
warrior fighting for them and anticipate
the showdown between the two. However, the supposed climatic knife fight
is over rather abruptly and movie goers
are left with a sense of disappointment
and unfulfillment before their attention
is turned to more violence.
While the remake offers visually stunning scenery, comedic reliefs and an ensemble cast, much of
Fuqua’s changes are confusing and
appear incomplete.

Photo Credit: Scott Garfield, usatoday.com

Icelandic Band Kaleo Debuts Headline Tour in Atlanta
Anndrea Ours
Editor-in-Chief
aours1@my.westga.edu

The indie-rock band Kaleo
kicked off their international
headline tour, “The Handprint
Tour,” at Center Stage Theater
in Atlanta on Monday, Sept.
26.
Being
a
sold-out
show, the small venue combined with a copious amount
of people made the space
seem even smaller. The venue was fully packed by 9 p.m.
and there was hardly space to
move about. Fans were restlessly fidgeting in their seats,
trying to find a spot while
bumping elbows or anxiously
shifting around in the cramped
pit awaiting the band.
When front man JJ
Julius Son entered the stage,
countless infatuated girls let
out repressed cheers and
ear-splitting screams that
shrilled throughout the room.
One managed to howl out
an “I love you” to Julius Son,
evoking his serious face to
flash a shy smile that inspired
the infatuated girls to squeal
louder.
Kaleo
performed
songs off of their first and only
album A/B. Hit singles like
“Way Down We Go” and “All
The Pretty Girls” were written
and performed by Julius Son.
The band parallels
The Black Keys and Bon Iver.
Kaleo is an unstoppable force
of folky-resonated tones and
harmonies accompanied by
bluesy melodies. Julius Son’s
grit-like vocals tear through
an extensive range of notes
and a soaring falsetto. He executes them with a powerful
vibrato that compliments his

gritty tone, giving the band an
edgy rock vibe. Julius Son’s
whistling is similar to folk artist
Andrew Bird’s famous whistling. The guitarist plays with
a country twang in the song
“Automobile,” similar to Brad
Paisley’s famous guitar licks.
The fusion of indie, folk, rock,
country and blues gives the
band a powerful dynamic.
The 4-year-old band
from a small town in Iceland
comes from humble beginnings. Prior to living in the U.S.,
three of the bandmates were
childhood friends in school.
In their late teens, they began
playing music together and
added their fourth member to
form Kaleo in 2012. Rising to
the top of charts in Iceland
with five hit singles, Elektra/
Atlantic Records snatched the
band.
Moving to the U.S. in
2015, the band rapidly gained
momentum in the span of a
year and continues to climb in

popularity.
The band is touring
with 24-year-old female power-house Bishop Briggs and
indie-folk duo The Wind and
The Wave.
The Wind and The
Wave opened with loud volume and high energy a few
minutes past 7 p.m. The duo
prepped the audience for
Bishop Briggs, who rocked
the stage with encores from
the audience. Briggs set the
bar for Kaleo’s anticipated
entrance, who did not disappoint.
“The Hand Print Tour”
played another sold out show
in Washington, DC on Sept.
30 and will play many more
sold out shows across the
U.S. through Nov. 11 and in
Europe from Nov. 18-30.
The future holds big
opportunities for Kaleo, as
the band is set to go on tour
alongside The Lumineers in
February 2017.

Photos: Anndrea Ours
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your on-campus copy center

Mid Terms are just around the corner.
Don’t Stress, Pub & Print can help!
Come see us for your papers, posters, class
projects, or anything you need to print.

Open 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday

678-839-6483
pubprint@westga.edu
www.westga.edu/pubprint

Located across from East Commons dining hall

